
Minutes of Orton Bushfield Patient Participation Group (PPG) 

3rd February 2020 

 Item Action 

 Attendees:  AB  MF  

 CM  PC  

 CD  PW  

 ID  S  

 JB  TC  

 LS    

Apologies: KF has resigned   

2 Minutes  

The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed and signed as a 
correct record. No matters arising. 

 

 

3 Did not attend 

 Doctor Nurse 

Jan ‘20 16 42 

 

NB: the Nurse figure may be higher as some appointments are 2 or 3 
slots (i.e. a diabetes check) which will be recorded as 2 or 3 DNAs. 

 

 

4 Staffing 

The Nurse Practitioner, is on planned sick leave for 2 weeks. Practice 
is hoping to cover appointments with a locum and Dr Shah. 

 

5 Telephone system 

Not managed to change the wait time but have shortened the queue. 
Contractors are coming in to move phones and CM will speak to them 
when they’re in. CM hasn’t had any recent complaints about being cut 
off. TC advised that he has experienced some dropped calls – most 
likely due to the change in queue. 

 

 
CM 

6 Refurbishment 

CCTV and outside lights:   

CM was pleased to advised that we will be getting CCTV at the same 
time as the windows are refurbished. Windows are planned for 24th 
Feb. Mostly a like-for-like replacement except the foyer where it will be 
a half height PVC panel with glass in the top half. All windows will be 
toughened glass. It might be possible to decorate the three rooms that 
were missed last time, time and budget depending.  

Outside light is back on round the back of the Practice. 

Toilets: 

The lack of a soft door closure on the toilets was mentioned again. Can 
we raise this as a possible action for the refurbishment works?  

Clock in the waiting room: 

Dr Shah is happy to put a clock in the waiting room if we want one. 
Discussion – does it encourage clock watching? Most people will have a 
watch or mobile anyway. Some people like the idea, others don’t. 
Concluded that TE is welcome to provide a clock. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CM 

 

 

 

TE 



 Item Action 

Waiting room screen:   

The TV turns off around 3pm (a power save feature?). Suggested that a 
process of turning it off and on again at lunchtime should be introduced 
as a way around this. Dr Shah is happy with the content; asked if we 
could add a slide about Coronavirus (CM to send words to CD) and 
respecting NHS staff. 

 

 

 

CD 

7 Greater Peterborough Patient Forum 

Representatives from every PPG usually meet once a month at 10am 
on a Tuesday morning for about 2 hours at The Fleet in Fletton. The 
purpose is to share information and discuss matters of interest – there 
are some quite interesting speakers on occasion. AB would appreciate 
it if one or two people could perhaps take it in turns with her in attending 
– any volunteers please? 

 

 

 
 

All 

8 Nominations 

Please consider any nominations for the below officer positions ready 
for the AGM next month. Current officer in brackets: 

Chair: (ID)  Deputy chair: (none)  Secretary: (CD) 

 

8 Any other business  

AB’s husband has been struggling to book a GP appointment online. 
CM explained that they try to put up some appointments each day but 
she will look to see if this can be increased. 

TC having issues with online medication ordering – the system said he 
wasn’t registered. CM has had a few instances of this happening and 
TC has had to re-register. Possibly an issue with SystmOnline. 

Also, to be aware – the online system will stop people from reordering if 
they are due a meds review. 

TC has one drug that’s out of synch with his others. CM has said that 
this can be synched up either by putting a note on the prescription 
request or by speaking to Reception. 

 
 
 

CM 

 

 

10 Date of next meeting (AGM) 

Monday 2nd March at 5:30pm 

 

 


